
 
 

Primary Guidelines for trading in OPTION 
 

 
1. Currently, Option Trader is available only in ANDROID.  Go to Google Play Store, Type 'MEXN 

Option Trader' and download the free version. 
 

2. Every option trader is assigned with a unique client code which consist of 8 digits. Option trader 

should always use the assigned client code and its full name (Client Code-Client Name) for 

making deposits in bank/eSewa for trading purpose. Example, 64001001- Shyam Shah 

 

3. Option trader should deposit funds in the Segregate a/c of the Clearing House [CH] for 

trading purpose. Deposit only in the particular ‘Bank’ or ‘eSewa’ chosen and mentioned in 

the CRF. 
 

4. Option trader should only use its registered bank account/eSewa account [mentioned in CRF 

and its amendments] for making any deposits for trading. 
 

5. After every deposit, option trader should always inform the same to CH via Broker through 

phone or inform directly to CH through ‘New Deposit’ tab available in live account under 

Accounts. 

 

6. Every deposit made by option trader should be informed to CH in order to get updated in their 

live account. It is their responsibility to make sure that the deposit has reflected in their live 

account correctly and on time. 
 

7. For option, the minimum opening deposit is NPR 200 and the minimum balance to be 

maintained while doing the partial withdrawal is NPR 200. 
 

8. Option trader can place their withdrawal request through 'New Withdrawal' tab available in 

live account under Accounts. 
 

9. For every trade executed, 5% of Invested Amount + VAT will be charged as commission. TDS of 

10% is applicable to client’s net profit trades [excluding transaction fee / Charges]. 
 

10. Minimum and maximum tradable amount per contract is NPR 100 and NPR 4000 respectively. 
 

Option traders can select/type the contract amount in multiple of 50 starting from minimum 

tradable amount i.e. NPR 100, 150, 200, 250 and so on up to NPR 4000. 
 

11. Order once placed cannot be closed before expiry. So option traders have to be careful before 

placing any orders. 
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